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Introduction

WEN01 introduces students to how language is used in data from a range of 20th and 21st 
century sources (written, spoken, digital and multimedia). They also explore how language 
reflects and constructs the identity or identities of the writer/speaker and varies depending 
on the contexts of production and reception.

Unit 1 is assessed by examination of 1 hour 45 minute’s duration. Candidates answer two 
compulsory questions: one question from Section A and one question from Section B. The 
paper is marked out of a total of 50 marks with 35 allocated to Section A and 15 to Section B.

In Section A students apply appropriate methods of comparative language analysis to two 
unseen sources using the key language frameworks and levels. In Section B they 
demonstrate their understanding through the creation of a new text for a specified audience, 
purpose and context.
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Question 1

The question asked candidates to analyse and compare how the language of both texts 
conveys personal identity. Three bullet points offered additional prompts and guidance 
directly linked to the Assessment Objectives (and the mark scheme) for this component and 
reminding candidates of the specific areas of study they should apply to the task:

relevant language frameworks and levels
concepts and issues such as social, cultural and gender factors
contextual factors such as mode, field, function and audience.

Centres are advised that the format and focus of the question will be consistent across the 
lifetime of the specification. Actual wording may, inevitably, change depending on the nature 
and content of the two unseen texts presented. However, the focus of assessment is clearly 
stated in the question stem with its prompt to consider and compare how personal identity is 
constructed and presented in the source materials. The bullet points remind candidates of 
the areas of study they should apply to this comparative exploration and are linked directly to 
the Assessment Objectives applied by examiners to their responses. The mark scheme 
contains indicative content and may well provide centres with a useful resource when 
preparing their students for subsequent examinations.

The texts were clearly linked by the issue of water crises and there was much opportunity for 
candidates to explore the similarities and contrasts between them. The focus of the question 
was the construction and presentation of personal identity, and the ability of candidates to 
incorporate this into their analysis proved something of a discriminator, with a minority 
struggling with this concept. Those that framed their analysis through this central focus were 
rewarded. In June 2022, responses to Section A covered a full range of achievement. Most 
candidates offered consideration of the genre and context of both texts and were able to 
draw links between them based on their central focus on the issue of water related crises. 
They were also able to offer comparative consideration of the differing audience and context 
of each text and shape these – with varying success – through the differing perspectives and 
circumstances of the American paediatrician and activist, Hannah-Attisha, and the potential 
reach of the TedTalk platform and the 12 year-old Erika Makalli whose personal story of her 
life in Tanzania achieved global reach through its inclusion on the WaterAid website.
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The source texts proved to be accessible to most candidates and the majority offered a 
balanced consideration of both and the theme that linked them. Most candidates could 
differentiate context well and many responses across the range could point to more complex 
aspects of each. These included the multiple functions of both texts; the nature of the 
Hannah-Attisha speech and its links to activism and editorial influence of the host Water Aid 
site in framing the interview/story with Makalli. They often developed insightful contrast 
between the personal and ‘professional’ experiences of the speaker/writers and how these 
influenced perspectives on the impact of the water crises that impacted upon them and their 
respective communities. There were also some very competent explorations of the cultural 
and societal attitudes towards the poor and gender within the context of these crises.

It was pleasing to see that many centres had made use of the support afforded by the 
Examiner Report and the indicative content in the mark scheme produced in previous series. 
This enabled many to meet more of the specific requirements of the Assessment Objectives. 
Some used these documents as a framework for their responses which ensured coverage 
and structure in the mid – bands of achievement, but which sometimes led to repetition at 
the lower levels and, in some, less frequent, cases, restricted responses at the mid to upper 
levels. In these instances, candidates sometimes looked for direct points of comparison 
across frameworks that were not evident in the texts themselves, and the subsequent 
analysis was somewhat strained/forced as a result. Those that used the marks scheme 
framework to provide ‘subheadings’ sometimes generated repetitive and 
or/undeveloped responses. Centres are advised that the mark scheme offers indicative 
content – it is not prescriptive, and given the nature of the specific frameworks considered, 
there is considerable overlap. Candidates need to be selective and only apply framework 
that relate directly to the task and which can be exemplified directly from the source 
materials.

Successful responses to Text A looked at the conventions of the speech itself and how its 
structure fulfilled both its informative/persuasive function and enabled the development and 
presentation of voice and identity of Hannah-Attisha on a personal and professional level. 
These successful answers explored 4 year-old Lily, a patient of Hannah-Attisha, as a device 
used by the paediatrician to personalise the issue and evoke emotional responses and thus 
support for her cause. These also offered considered comment on the TED Talk/ TED Med 
platform and the broad reach it afforded in terms of audience.

Responses that were placed in the highest bands of achievement supported comment and 
assertion with evidence directly drawn from the text which was used to explore the specific 
language choices made, applying terminology in good range and across frameworks. These 
linked comment to the concept of 'voice'/persona as constructed by Hannah-Attisha as 
speaker through consideration of her shaping of content through a blend of personal/familial 
experience and professional/international stance. It is this link between form and 
function/effect that signals a successful response.
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Less successful were those responses that offered generalised comment on the context of 
the speech and the issues upon which it was based. These often adopted a very descriptive 
approach to content and offered limited levels of specific analysis. A significant, but small, 
minority misread the prompts in the question and produced a discursive essay on the 
construction/presentation of identity or broader issues linked to poor sanitation or lack of 
access to clean water. Those that offered limited exemplification and limited specific analysis 
of technique were anchored in the mid/lower levels of achievement.

Successful investigations of Text B took cues from the interview format and the role of the 
questions in eliciting and developing the responses from Makalli and thus shaping her story. 
These were able to link to the host site and its global charitable function. These offered 
insightful comment on the perspective of this 12 year-old girl in a community deeply affected 
by the poor provision of clean water. They were able to explore the structure of the text and 
its presentation of Makalli’s life before and after the provision of tap stands in her village and 
link this to the role of WaterAid and thus to the informative and persuasive functions of the 
website. Most handled the multiple functions of the text effectively.

Less successful responses offered generalised comment on the context of the story and 
adopted a very descriptive approach to its content. Those that offered limited exemplification 
and limited specific analysis of the language used were anchored in the mid/ lower bands of 
achievement. Limited consideration of the construction and presentation of the personal 
identity of Makalli negatively impacted on the success of the response.

Centres are reminded that responses to Question 1 should centre on a comparative 
analysis of the data presented (Text A and Text B) in the Source Booklet. There was a 
small, but nonetheless significant, number of answers that cited theoretical studies at great 
length with limited link to the source materials. This approach is not recommended for 
WEN01 and negatively impacted on the potential for reward.

Overall, most candidates were able to describe method and effect but many at the mid-lower 
levels of achievement struggled to apply specific language terms to their consideration of 
how – and why – these effects were produced. A more systematic approach, whereby 
comments are supported by evidence drawn directly from the source materials would have 
provided candidates with the opportunity to explore the language from which this evidence 
was comprised (applying concepts, terms and frameworks) and would have enabled them to 
reach the requirement for higher levels of achievement provided in the mark scheme. Some 
responses used a range of impressive language terms to describe language features but did 
not go beyond a descriptive/feature spotting approach and marks had to be restricted 
because of failure to link to context/purposes. A list-like approach/feature spotting is not 
a successful way to tackle this question.
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Responses that were placed in the highest bands of achievement supported comment and 
assertion with evidence directly drawn from the texts which was used to explore the 
specific language choices made, applying terminology in good range at word, sentence and 
whole – text level. These linked comment to the concept of 'voice'/persona as 
constructed/presented thereby developing the meaningful links between form and 
function/effect that signals a successful response.

Less successful were those that offered generalised comment on context whilst those that 
developed comment not only on the background context of the texts but also on key aspects 
of production and reception of each (including key generic conventions) were rewarded 
accordingly.

A significant minority did not address AO4 and the requirement to comment on the 
links between the two texts and this made an upward movement through the levels 
difficult. AO4 requires candidates to explore connections and contrasts between the 
source texts. Comparative work was usually helpful in lifting responses into Level 4 (at least) 
enabling candidates to demonstrate a more discriminating approach to the data. There was a 
pleasing increase in responses that approached this comparison in an integrated manner 
this series. Others, however, lacked confidence to deal with the texts in an integrated 
comparative approach and dealt with them in separate sections and this negatively impacted 
on the potential for reward. The most successful responses seized the many opportunities 
for comparison and contrast. Many explored the purpose of the texts and developed links 
through the persuasive function of each. Most picked up on the fact that both texts were 
clearly linked by the issue of water crises but were differentiated by the age and status of the 
speaker and writer and the socio-geographical focus and reach of each text.

The following excerpts are taken from a successful response that was awarded a mark 
of 29 for Question 1. The mark places the script just over the border between Level 4 
and Level 5 into the highest band of achievement.

It is framed through the concept of personal identity and how this is constructed and 
presented in both texts. It offers mostly integrated points of comparison and achieves a 
balance in terms of coverage of both texts. There are developed links between form and 
function and exemplification is judiciously chosen to support the comments made. The 
response moves with system across frameworks, and this ensures coverage of key AOs. 
There is clear use of the headings in the mark scheme here, but the integrated nature of the 
comparison moves the response away from a limited ‘listing’ approach. Analysis is in good 
range, and at sentence, word and whole-text level.
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It opens with a focused consideration of the construction and 
presentation of both of Hannah-Attisha, and Lily the girl referenced in 
her talk.

Personal identity is a key aspect of the question. Try to reference it as 
often as you can.
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The response moves to a balanced investigation of the 
construction/presentation of the identity of Makalli. It also considers 
the role of the interviewer in prompting and shaping the account of 
the young girl.

There is clearly a system at play here as the response begins to move 
through the framework of analysis. There is evidence of the use of the 
indicative content in the mark scheme in this respect.

If there is more than one participant in a text be sure to consider all of 
them in your answer.
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As the response progresses it offers balanced points of comparison 
between the 2 texts. The use of the scaffolding headings are not a 
straight jacket here. Rather they facilitate considered comment across 
frameworks and AOs.
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As the answer gathers pace it grows in confidence regarding the 
system it adopts. When considering Audience it blends comments on 
function, for example. However, the sequential approach to 
frameworks/levels delays the specific analysis central to AO1 and AO2.

Avoid simply moving through the headings in the mark scheme – the 
frameworks overlap/blend and your analysis should reflect this.
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Analysis is more forensic/specific now. There is a clear sense of the 
crafting of Text A in terms of tense/time shift to meet the specific 
objectives of Hannah-Attisha. Analytical consideration of the 
questioning techniques in Text B is similarly insightful.

Always consider technique and offer examples of this, drawn directly 
from the text, as often as you can. Comment on the language used in 
these examples using terminology and you will score well at AO1 and 
AO2.
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The consideration of lexical choice begins to hit AO1 and AO2 squarely. 
Terms are applied in range and with accuracy.

When talking about lexis use examples and try to label word 
class/sentence type. If you consider the effect of these choices you will 
hit AO1 and 2.
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There is worthy comment at sentence level; terms are accurate, but 
range could have been extended. Comments, however, are well 
integrated and apt and there is a balance in terms of coverage of the 
two texts.

The concluding paragraphs offer a summary but are essentially 
unneccessary as the connections referenced are incorporated 
throughout the response.
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The following script was awarded a mark of 18 which places it mid-Level 3.

It is expressed and structured clearly and there is clear understanding of the data. Links 
between form and function are straightforward and levels of specific analysis are not fully 
detailed/developed. There is a sustained attempt to offer points of comparison and 
connection between the source texts which is worthy. However, certain aspects are more 
successful than others. Significant sections, despite demonstrating understanding, tend to 
the descriptive and as such are more characteristic of a Level 2 response.

The script adopts a similar system of approach to the previous exemplar but is less 
developed and more mechanistic, lacking the confidence and security with frameworks to 
integrate comment.
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The opening paragraphs are straightforward but essentially on-task. 
There is a worthy and clear attempt to develop connections between 
the source texts.

Try to avoid describing what is in the source texts. Assume that your 
examiner has read them!
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Comments here do show clear understanding of the materials. 
Although there is limited specific analysis, and thus potential to reward 
fully at AO1 and AO2, interpretation is sound and points are apt 
enough. The answer is moving through the headings in the mark 
scheme and offering comment linked to this. The approach does 
afford points of connection/comparison but moves away from the 
analysis at word/sentence level that would enable upward movement 
in terms of reward. There is, however, a sense of Hannah-Attisha's 
crafting of her delivery to meet her multiple purposes.

Try to provide specific evidence from the source texts to support your 
comments. Then look analytically at the language used in this evidence 
to work out, and comment on, how effects are achieved.
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The comments on the respective audiences targeted by each text are 
valid and afford comparison at AO4. But again they interpret the 
materials (soundly enough) rather than analyse method and link to 
effect.

Subsequent comments on 'social issues' present more of a struggle for 
the candidate; these lack conviction and clarity and better fit 
descriptors for Level 2 and prevent overall movement beyond the 
middle of Level 3

Don't use the headings in the mark scheme as a strict template for 
your answer. These headings will inevitably overlap, and some will be 
more relevant than others. Choose wisely!
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Exploration of lexis and syntax achieves more at AO1 and AO2. Some 
aspects are very straightforward, however, such as the categorisation 
of 'long' and 'short' sentences (although a comparative point is made 
here).

Comments on pronoun use is apt enough and the link to function and 
presentation of self is worthy. There are some missed opportunities in 
this section, however. The evidence is chosen well but interrogation of 
this evidence misses out on the power of repetitive structures (for 
example) to drive home the speaker's passionate identification with 
the children she represents.

If you provide evidence to support a point, explore it as fully as you can 
with a focus on the point you are making.
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Question 2

Section B of the examination is assessed against AO5:

‘Demonstrate expertise and creativity in the use of English to communicate in different ways’ 
with a total of 15 marks allocated for this component. As such the task assesses both the 
fluency and accuracy of written expression and the ability to generate an original and 
(hopefully) engaging text.

Candidates are expected to demonstrate their own expertise and creativity in the use of 
English. They are encouraged to incorporate personal and local references. They are also 
instructed to draw upon at least one of the source materials provided in Section A but 
reshape them to meet the requirements of the context.

In June 2022 candidates were asked to produce the text for an article for a school or college 
website encouraging people to participate in a campaign to address issues linked to water 
crises. The question stem was carefully worded to provide candidates with a clear indication 
of expectation of context, function and audience. Centres are advised that the format of the 
question will be relatively constant, but wording will, inevitably, change according to the 
nature of the creative task set. As this is a creative response, examiners will accept any 
approach that concedes to the prompts provided.

The second part of the question:

In addition to your own ideas, you must refer to material from at least one of the texts in 
the Source Booklet.

This highlighted text is a key requirement of the task, that is the need to incorporate some 
material from one (or both) of the source texts into the report. This proved problematic to a 
minority of candidates but is an important requirement which must be taken into account 
and is a key discriminator in marking this question. Less successful responses made no 
concession to the source at all, others simply quoted directly from the texts, struggling to 
integrate the material and therefore disrupting the fluency of their response. It is NOT 
necessary to incorporate every detail from the source; indeed, many that did produced 
lengthy and essentially pedestrian paraphrases that failed to gain reward.

There was some improvement at the upper bands of achievement in Section B responses 
this series with many achieving marks in Level 4 and Level 5. This is very pleasing as the 15 
marks available for this component can make a huge difference to the final grade awarded. 
Unfortunately, this improvement was not fully evident in the mid and lower levels. Here 
responses were often very brief which severely restricted links to the source materials or 
failed to fully engage the reader. Others appeared to be very rushed and undeveloped, 
indicating that candidates did not manage their time effectively. A minority failed to even 
attempt Q2.
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During this series some candidates included a large amount of theoretical data/research into 
their response to Q2. This material, if edited effectively and linked to the specifics of the task, 
could be of some worth in terms of fulfilling an informative/persuasive function. If 
unassimilated, it affords minimal opportunity for reward against A05 ‘Demonstrate expertise 
and creativity in the use of English to communicate in different ways’ and indeed this series 
detracted from the key audience and function of the question. Centres are advised that 
this is not the best approach to this question.

Successful responses effectively applied conventions of an online article and showed 
awareness of the school/college-based nature of the prescribed audience. These produced 
clear, well – structured responses and demonstrated an understanding of writing for an 
audience, experimenting with register. They demonstrated clear awareness of audience and 
function, conceding clearly to the context and the persuasive/informative function of the 
article. Many drew on personal experiences linked to their own community which 
contributed positively to some very fluently written and convincing new texts. The best 
adapted the source material fluidly, for example, drawing upon the rhetorical ‘voice’ of 
Hannah-Attisha or the nature of the struggles faced by Makalli to target their audience and 
meet the prompts provided.

Many, in the mid-range of achievement could adopt a tone or ‘voice’ which was convincing 
even if the technical accuracy in written English was lacking.

Less successful responses struggled with the precise purpose of the task or with 
maintaining the generic form and appeared to lack the vocabulary and control of syntax to 
fulfil the requirements of the task. Some were often restricted by flawed written expression – 
these proved essentially self-penalising. Some struggled to sustain a consistent tone/register 
given the nature of the task and the tone and content of the source materials.

Centres are advised that, although the paper is weighted across the two tasks (with 35 marks 
allocated for Q1), the 15 marks available for Q2 can be the difference between several final 
grades. Candidates are urged to set aside sufficient time to understand the specific 
requirements of the task in terms of genre, context, audience and purpose and to produce a 
meaningful and, hopefully, engaging response. They are also reminded that they MUST draw 
on the material from at least one of the source texts – there were some very engaging 
responses that failed to do this and were essentially self-penalising.

This response to Q2 was awarded a mark of 13 which places it at the border of Level 4 and 5. 
On balance it was considered to a sufficiently convincing and engaging article to merit its 
placement in the higher level.
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Writing is controlled and there is clear and effective targeting of the student audience and 
informative/persuasive function. Tone and register are consistent and appropriate and the 
new text concedes fully to the generic form (and attendant convention) and context of the 
article. There is a confidence here that leads to a careful working of a new text that is fully fit 
for purpose. The collective voice of the campaign promoted and the context of 'Oxbridge 
Academy' hit the brief squarely.
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The direct address of the (privileged) student audience is confident and 
apt. As is the adoption of an editorial persona.

The shift to referencing Makalli is fluid and effective and meets the 
requirement regarding adaptation of source data.

Read the question carefully before you begin. Make sure you are clear 
about audience, purpose and context.
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The use of a list is effective. The components, and the imperative 
phrasing deployed within them, meet the requirements of the task. 
The movement from academy-based context to broader active 
involvement reflects the development and scope of the campaign well.

The concluding sections and the links contained within them concede 
fully to the online nature of the article.

You are required to reference at least one of the source texts in your 
answer. Try to integrate this data into the body of your new text as 
fluidly as you can, adapting it to work with your piece.

This script was awarded a mark of 8 which places it mid-Level 3.

There is understanding of audience, although its student nature is not always fully clear. 
There are occasional issues with the formal tone adopted but there is some effective 
rhetorical phrasing which targets the persuasive function and is sometimes (but not always) 
engaging/convincing.

The heading conceded to the given generic brief, but there is limited concession to the online 
context.
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The use of headline is apt. There are minor lapses in expression, but 
the use of repeated interrogatives and repetitive structures meet the 
persuasive function well.

The reference to futures implies a young/student audience but this is 
not fully clear.

Make sure that you target the given audience as precisely as you can.
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The call for unified action works.

The reference to 'evidence' drawn from Text A does not sit comfortably 
in terms of register and tone. A fuller edit/ adaptation would have 
helped assimilation here.

The closing paragraph returns to the rhetorical tone and is more 
effective.

If you use material from the source texts adapt it to match the tone of 
your own writing.
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Paper Summary

Based on their performance on this papere, candidates are offered the following advice:

Read the question carefully before you begin and allow time for both questions
Try to reference personal identity when you can as this is a key aspect of the first question
Be sure to consider all participants if there is more than one in a text
Offer balanced points of comparison between the two texts
Try to avoid moving through the headings in the marksheet
Always consider technique, and give examples of this
When talking about lexis try to label word class/sentence type
Do not add text that is unnecessary directly from the question
Do not describe what is in the text, as the reader will have read this already
Look analytically at the language used in a text to comment on how effects are achieved
Adapt any material used from the source to incorporate into your own text.
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Grade boundaries

Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-certification/grade-
boundaries.html
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